
AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY

SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 2021

STEP ONE:
● Choose ONE of the following videos to watch:

○ The danger of a single story
■ https://youtu.be/D9Ihs241zeg

○ The dark legacy of this iconic baseball stadium
■ https://youtu.be/DxJuuWUzQzI

○ The global coffee crisis is coming
■ https://youtu.be/6IN4ZcZAUbA

○ How rich countries are making the pandemic last longer
■ https://youtu.be/2ty2J0s2W0c

○ Why the American West is fighting for water protections
■ https://youtu.be/ArffMWtdu-s

○ Why China is building islands in the South China Sea
■ https://youtu.be/luTPMHC7zHY

○ Why Mount Everest's height keeps changing
■ https://youtu.be/ajpcHWBuV18

STEP TWO:
● Answer the following questions, based on the video that you chose.

○ Your answers should be in complete sentences. Please read each
question carefully to make sure that you fully answer each question.

1. *What* video did you choose...and *why* did you choose that video?
○ Be honest.

2. Summarize the video’s information in 3 sentences.
○ 3 full sentences.  Your summary should provide enough information that

someone who did *not* watch this video would have a great
understanding of the video’s information.

3. Human Geography is the study of how human activity affects or is influenced
by the earth's surface. How do you think this video connects with the idea of
“human geography”?

4. In your opinion, *what* was the most interesting part of this video...and *why*
did you find that to be the most interesting part?

5. Create one question based on the information in this video.
○ This could be a question you would ask the people who made the

video...or the people in the video.  It could be a question you would put on
a quiz about this video.  It could be a question that you have in your own
mind about the video.

6. Your answer should include the Example and your own Explanation for *why*
you feel that this was the most powerful example. Why was it the most
important or effective example?

7. In your opinion, *what* was the most interesting part of this video...and *why*
did you find that to be the most interesting part?

8. Create one question based on the information in this video.
○ This could be a question you would ask the speaker, Ms. Adichie.  It could

be a question you would put on a quiz about this video. It could be a
question that you have in your own mind about the video.  It could be a
question connecting this video to AP World History.
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STEP 3:
● Turn in your work.  It can be either handwritten or emailed.
● The summer assignment is due on Friday, August 20th. Therefore, this is a “first

week” assignment...and you are being given time over the summer to complete it
and have one less thing to worry about.

QUESTIONS:
● If you have any questions about the summer assignment, please email Mr.

Lynch-Limon at dlynch@harmonytx.org
● Because it is summer, you can expect a response within one week...but not within

24 hours.
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